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Abstract
In this paper we present a method for generating
talking head sequences directly from speech signals. A neural network is used to derive MPEG-4
facial animation parameters related to a person’s
mouth shape with low computational complexity.
For the training of the network we use estimated
parameters from an iterative and linear algorithm
that uses 2D point correspondences of marker positions in video sequences. Having estimated the
facial parameters we can render an animation of a
speaking arbitrary person. Experimental results
show that the appearance of the animated talking
person looks natural.

1

Introduction

Research on video and speech processing is usually done independently. However, there is a high
correlation between both modalities that is exploited in applications like visual speech recognition and speech driven lip motion synthesis. In
the latter the animation of the lips can typically
be derived either from the sampled speech signals
[1, 2, 3] or from text [1, 4, 5]. This kind of system ﬁnds its use in multimedia applications, as
automatic story teller [4], user friendly computer
interface or video coding of head and shoulder
scenes [1].
In this paper we propose a method for animating a 3D head model of a talking person directly
from speech. We estimate the MPEG-4 SNHC
facial animation parameters (FAPs) using a feedforward neural network. It is not our intention to
reconstruct the individual mouth motion characteristics of a speciﬁc person but to generate a
natural looking animation synchronized with the
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given audio signal. We compute LPC coeﬃcients
and an energy measure which are both used as input for the neural network. This network returns
directly the facial animation parameters allowing
the use in real-time applications.
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram.
The paper is organized as follows. First, the
head model used for the rendering of the talking
head is described. We then discuss a method for
the estimation of the facial animation parameters from a video sequence. These estimates are
needed for the training of the neural network that
is described in section 4 together with the determination of the facial parameters from speech
signals. Finally, experimental results for this approach are shown in section 5.

2

Modeling of the Head

For the animation of the talking head we need
a 3D model that deﬁnes the appearance of the
speaking person. We use a generic head model
[6] that can easily be adapted to an individual
described by a 3D laser scan. The topology of
the 3D mesh and the modeling of the facial expressions do not change, which gives us the possibility to exchange the modeled person by another
one without retraining of the neural network or
modifying the estimation of the facial animation
parameters.
Like other well-known head models [7, 8] our
model is a 3D wireframe model (Figure 2). Texture is mapped onto the mesh to obtain a natural
appearance (Figure 3). To simplify the model-

ing of surface deformation caused by facial expressions, the surface is constructed using second order triangular B-splines [9]. With this new
spline scheme that allows local mesh reﬁnements,
the surface is deﬁned by a small number of control points. Instead of moving all vertices of the
mesh, only the positions of the control points are
changed in order to achieve local deformations or
motion of the shape. The positions of the vertices
are deﬁned by the basis functions of the splines
which model the facial tissue realistically [10].
For the speciﬁcation of the facial expressions
we adopt the parameterization of the MPEG-4
SNHC that is currently being standardized [4].
This scheme speciﬁes 68 diﬀerent facial animation parameters like ’open jaw’ or ’stretch left
cornerlip’ and the facial expressions of a person
are generated by superposition of 68 action units.
For the animation of the head model, changes of
facial animation parameters are transformed into
translational or rotational movements of control
points that determine the deformation of the surface.

the facial animation parameters also from video
sequences. However, this has to be done only
once for the training of the network, which allows
doing this under controlled conditions. Markers
are used to determine 2D point correspondences
in the video frames. From the point correspondences between two successive frames we estimate
the changes in facial animation parameters using
a linear iterative algorithm. Eleven parameters
are currently estimated. For the compensation of
global head motion three translational and three
rotational parameters are used. The remaining
ﬁve parameters (open jaw, raise left cornerlip,
raise right cornerlip, stretch left cornerlip, stretch
right cornerlip) specify the lip and mouth area
and are used for training the network.

3.1

Determination of the Marker Positions

The marker positions are determined from the
color images by a simple color conversion and
thresholding operation. We attach 22 green
markers in the face as shown in Figure 4 and
record the video sequences. In the video frames
a pixel is classiﬁed as a marker pixel, if
g
> Θ1 and r + g + b > Θ2
r+g+b

Figure 2: Wireframe model of the head.

(1)

is fulﬁlled, where r, g and b are the red, green
and blue components of the pixel color and Θ1
and Θ2 are two thresholds. After this operation,
connected regions smaller than ﬁve pixels are removed leading to an image as shown on the right
hand side of Figure 4. The exact marker position is then calculated from the center of gravity
of the marker images. In subsequent frames the
markers are searched in a small range around the
previously determined positions.

Figure 3: Head model for two diﬀerent persons.

3

Estimation of Facial Animation Parameters from Video

The training of the neural network requires target
vectors of the facial animation parameters that
have to be learned. We must therefore estimate

Figure 4: Camera frame of a training sequence
(left) and extracted marker regions (right).

3.2

Animation Parameters from 2D
Correspondences

For the estimation of facial animation parameter
changes between two successive frames we use a
modiﬁed version of the method proposed in [11].
Instead of using the optical ﬂow constraint equation, the approach has been adapted for the use of
2D point correspondences. We can set up an explicit linear function for each marker that deﬁnes
its displacement vector as a function of the unknown facial animation parameters (FAPs). This
relationship diﬀers for each marker due to local
deformations caused by facial expressions and is
generated combining several transformations as
shown in Figure 5. Changes in the facial anima-
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The relationship between 3D points and their corresponding 2D projections [X Y ] is given by the
camera model. In our case we use a simple perspective projection according to
x
X = X0 − fx
z
y
Y = Y0 − fy .
z

The internal camera parameters X0 , Y0 , fx and
fy are obtained from a camera calibration and deﬁne the position of the optical axis on the CCDsensor, the viewing angle and the aspect ratio of
the pixels. The camera model and its associated
coordinate systems are depicted in Figure 6. The
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tion parameters ak are transformed by the head
model into control point movements according to
c −c=



ak dk ,

(2)

k

where c and c are the 3D positions of the control
point in the current and previous frame and dk
the 3D direction vector associated with parameter ak . The position of the control points then
deﬁnes all vertex locations v by
v=



Ni ci , such that

i∈I



Ni = 1,

(3)

i∈I

with Ni being the precalculated basis functions of
the triangular B-splines. The 3D marker position
x = [x y z] is ﬁnally determined by the barycentric coordinates λm in the surrounding triangle
x=

2


λm vm .

(4)

m=0

All these transformations are linear and can be
combined into a single one with a new transformation matrix T and the vector a of facial animation parameters
x − x = T · a.

(5)
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y

Figure 5: Transformation chain from animation
parameters to 2D point correspondences.



(6)
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Figure 6: Camera model.
camera model (6) is then used to project the 3D
points of equation (5) into the 2D image plane.
After ﬁrst order approximation we obtain two linear equations for each marker
1
X  − X ≈ − (fx tx + (X − X0 )tz ) a
z
1

Y − Y ≈ − (fy ty + (Y − Y0 )tz ) a, (7)
z
where tx , ty and tz are the three row vectors of
matrix T. [X  Y  ] is the extracted 2D marker
position in the actual frame and [X Y ] is calculated by projecting the 3D coordinate x of the
previous frame into the 2D domain. The resulting overdetermined linear set of equations is then
solved for the unknown animation parameters in
a least-squares sense. The solution is, however,
not exact due to the linearizations in equation
(7). Therefore, the procedure is repeated iteratively with motion compensation after each step
until the estimates for the facial animation parameters converge. On average, 2.1 steps are
needed to get an accuracy of better than 0.1 %
of the maximum value.

5 FAPs

4

Estimation of Facial Animation Parameters from Speech

The head model in section 2 is animated by facial
animation parameters according to the MPEG-4
SNHC syntax. These parameters are derived directly from an audio signal of a speaking person.
Five such parameters (Table 1) that are related
to mouth and lip movements are used. Other facial expressions like eye blinking or global head
movements can be added to increase the realism of the animation. For the joint estimation
FAP number
3
6
7
12
13

FAP name
open jaw
stretch left cornerlip
stretch right cornerlip
raise left cornerlip
raise right cornerlip

Table 1: Facial animation parameters (FAPs)
that are estimated from the speech signal.
of the ﬁve animation parameters we use a simple
three layer feed-forward neural network trained
by backpropagation. Because of the low computational complexity of such a network, we can determine the parameters from the speech signal in
real-time. The audio signal is preprocessed leading to eleven input parameters for the network.
First, the speech signal s(t) is divided into nonoverlapping blocks of length T=33.33 ms corresponding to a frame rate of 30 Hz. The energy of
the signal in each block i of length M
ei =

1
M

(i+1)M −1



s2 (j)

(8)

j=M i

is calculated together with the ﬁrst 10 LPC coeﬃcients of the signal in the block. These eleven
input parameters are fed into the neural network
that returns the estimates for the ﬁve animation
parameters (Figure 7).
Once the neural network is trained, only the
speech signal is needed for the determination of
the mouth shape. The training of the network,
however, requires target vectors for the facial animation parameters that are derived from video
sequences as shown in section 3. In MPEG-4 the
animation parameters are measured as multiples

output layer (5 neurons)

hidden layer (15 neurons)

hidden layer (20 neurons)

10 LPC coefficients

energy

Figure 7: Structure of the neural network.
of the facial animation parameter units (FAPU)
that are derived from characteristical distances in
the face. In our implementation the parameters
are normalized to lie between -1 and 1. During
the training which is performed with the backpropagation method the values are further divided by 2 to avoid a saturation of the output
neurons.

5

Experimental Results

The method proposed in the previous sections has
been applied to several data sets. Audio signals
of a talking person are sampled with 16 kHz. Simultaneously, video sequences of the person are
recorded at 30 Hz in CIF resolution (352 x 288
pixels). The markers in the face of the person
are tracked and the ﬁve facial animation parameters are estimated from the marker positions.
These values are used to form target vectors for
a neural network with two hidden and one output layer. Experiments showed that a size of 20,
15 and 5 neurons, respectively, for the three layers is a good choice. The network is then trained
with a random set containing about 2000 blocks
(frames) of data (block length T=33.33 ms). After the training, the network is driven only by the
audio signal. The resulting animation parameters are postprocessed before using them for the
animation of the head model. In speech pauses,
which are detected from the calculated energy,
the animation parameters are slowly decreased to
zero corresponding to a neutral expression. Otherwise, the LPC parameters from the background
noise lead to an unrealistic behavior. Additionally, the sequence of facial animation parameters
is low-pass ﬁltered with the ﬁlter


h=

1 1 1
4 2 4



(9)

to remove high frequency components. These
components arise, because the parameters are
estimated for each block independently without
considering the state of previous blocks leading
to a simple structure for the neural network.
Figures 8 and 9 show the estimated parameters
’open jaw’ and ’stretch left cornerlip’ in comparison to the values extracted from the video signal
that are used as reference. This is depicted for
100 frames of a sequence that was also in the
training set. The same is done for speech sig-
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Figure 10: Original and estimated values of the
unit ’open jaw’ from a sequence not used for
training.
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Figure 8: Original and estimated values of the
unit ’open jaw.
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Figure 11: Original and estimated values of the
unit ’stretch left cornerlip’ from a sequence not
used for training.
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erated from SNHC parameters determined from
the markers in the video sequence. The global
motion that is also extracted is compensated for
a better comparison in the mouth area. On the
right side, the corresponding frames, synthesized
using facial animation parameters derived from
the speech signal, are shown.

Figure 9: Original and estimated values of the
unit ’stretch left cornerlip’.

6
nals that are not used for the training. For comparison reference values are again estimated from
marker positions in the corresponding video sequences. The results can be seen in Figures 10
and 11. As expected, the estimates are worse but
they are suﬃciently accurate to generate a realistic looking sequence.
The head model is rendered with the estimated
parameters leading to the images shown in Figure
12. On the left side, the synthetic images are gen-

Conclusions

In this paper we have presented an algorithm that
estimates SNHC facial animation parameters directly from speech signals using a feed-forward
neural network. Additionally, the estimation of
these values from marker positions in video sequences, which is necessary for the training of
the network, is described. The experimental results show that natural looking video sequences
can be synthesized with this low complexity al-

gorithm suitable for real-time applications.
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Figure 12: Left: synthesized facial expressions
with parameters from the video (reference);
right: speech-only expression synthesis. For
an animated video sequence please point your
WWW browser to http://www.nt.e-technik.unierlangen.de/˜eisert.

